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In this version of ScheduleAssist, you can limit the number of employees, weeks and schedule checks. It provides interactive feedback and advanced scoring functions for the end user. Key features include: ￭ 2-7 employees ￭ 4-8 weeks ￭ Schedules up to 21 days ￭ No constraints on employee schedule changes ￭ No need to recalculate schedules ￭ Quickly print a schedule ￭ Configure the preferences of
your department ￭ Receive daily schedule reports for the employees ￭ Adjust your staffing requirements to meet your needs. This program is based on the following assumptions: ￭ You have followed the directions in the manual. If you need help, you will find the manual listed in the References section. ￭ You are already familiar with Microsoft Excel. You should be comfortable editing your own
spreadsheet and adding formulas, charts, etc. You will also need to learn how to create formatted reports. If you need help, you will find the manual listed in the References section. ￭ You can handle input and output. ￭ You can read basic math formulas. ScheduleAssist Basic Version 2.00 Highlights: ￭ Adapted for Windows 98 SE, XP Home and XP Professional ￭ Empower you to set schedule start and
end times ￭ Set daily staffing minimums based on your needs ￭ Advanced Edit function provides a complete review function ￭ Set details of schedule ￭ Generate a report to be printed or emailed to your staff ￭ Generate a schedule print to be viewed using the ScheduleAssist Viewer ￭ Chart generation ￭ Advanced numerics reports ￭ Automatic attachment to emails ￭ Export the schedule to HTML, Excel,
or PDF format ￭ Schedule may be uploaded to a server ￭ Schedule may be exported to Excel ￭ Automatic program backups and resets Limitations: ￭ Requires use of Microsoft Excel ￭ Requires Microsoft Excel to be installed on your PC ￭ Requires Excel 97 or later. ScheduleAssist Basic Version 2.01 Highlights: ￭ Added component for defining an emergency ￭ Added component for setting staffing
numbers based on an Emergency criterion. ￭ Corrected number of weeks used in the
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￭ Prepares schedules for 4 weeks ￭ Supports 25 nurses ￭ Optional hospital parameters: ￭ 2 same-day splits ￭ 1 4-day split ￭ 5 8-hr shifts ￭ 1 shift allocation ￭ 1 nurse allocation ￭ Prepares 4 schedules for 4 weeks. ￭ Supports both RN/LPN staffing and nurse scheduling ￭ Ensures that staff schedules are healthy ￭ Easy to enter your desired schedule ￭ Allows you to make modifications and check your
schedule ￭ Quickly lets you change schedule settings and perform checks ￭ Automatically checks that both department staffing needs and staff schedules are met. ￭ May be used for departments that use paper scheduling. ￭ May be used for nurse scheduling. ￭ Supports both Microsoft Excel and HTML ￭ Easy to use ￭ Affordable Set up: ￭ Once set up, ScheduleAssist can be used for 4 weeks, though you
can always use the program again to make another 4 schedules. ￭ You can add scheduled days, shifts, and staff and leave the rest to the program. ￭ Once you have the schedule you like, schedule is saved and you can either print the schedule for easy reference or export the schedule to HTML for viewing. ￭ You are not limited to 4 weeks - you can continue to use the program as many times as you wish. ￭
The hospitals and staff lists are stored in ScheduleAssist so you don't need to store those. ￭ You can easily add a schedule to your own computer and then store the schedule in ScheduleAssist. ￭ The program automatically checks that both your staffing needs and your schedules are met. ￭ You can check on sick days, holidays, and other benefits your employees receive. ￭ Check your schedule - you can
quickly change schedules, check to make sure that you are staffing your department correctly, and check your schedule against the schedule you've already made. ￭ You can optionally enter the hospital parameters and employee information at the time you create your schedule. ￭ The program is set up to make all changes you make by clicking on a button or button combination. ￭ You can have the
schedules preloaded with your previous schedule information � 09e8f5149f
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ScheduleAssist Basic is a powerful scheduling program that meets both your department staffing and nurses' scheduling needs. Basic version is only for ease of use and you should upgrade if you want more features in your nursing department software. See Scheduling in Department Software with ScheduleAssist. ScheduleAssist Basic's basic features are designed to meet you department staff scheduling
needs and if your nursing department staffing needs are fully met you don't need a special nursing department program. Also, if your nurses' scheduling needs can be met with your current nursing department software, you don't need a special nursing department program. Key Features: ￭ Easier to meet both department staffing needs and nurses' scheduling needs ￭ Enter your staff requirements and
ScheduleAssist will make sure you meet those requirements ￭ Saves time ￭ Less time making a schedule means more time spent on other important duties ￭ Less scheduling errors ￭ ScheduleAssist actually helps you check the schedule ￭ More nurses satisfied with the schedule ￭ Easier to distribute schedule via email ￭ Attach the schedule to an email so that nurses don't have to drive to work or call in to
find out their schedule. Nurses can view the schedule using our free, downloadable viewer ScheduleAssist Reader. Or, export the schedule to HTML format and attach it to an email to be viewed on a web browser. ￭ Schedules may be uploaded to a server ￭ Schedules may be exported to HTML format to be posted on a server ￭ Schedules may be imported to Microsoft Excel ￭ Export the schedule to
HTML and open it using Microsoft Excel ￭ Extremely easy to use ￭ Affordable ScheduleAssist Basic's Basic Features: ￭ Easier to meet both department staffing needs and nurses' scheduling needs ￭ Enter your staff requirements and ScheduleAssist will make sure you meet those requirements ￭ Saves time ￭ Less time making a schedule means more time spent on other important duties ￭ Less scheduling
errors ￭ ScheduleAssist actually helps you check the schedule ￭ More nurses satisfied with the schedule ￭ Easier to distribute schedule via email ￭ Attach the schedule to an email so that nurses don't have to drive to work or call in to find out their schedule. Nurses can

What's New in the?
“ScheduleAssist is an easy to use program that can save hours of work, help with staffing, and even help with staff scheduling. "But does it work? The answer is yes, it really does. "Can you take ScheduleAssist and customize it for your needs? Yes, we believe you can. At the same time, we believe that we set a very high standard for the program we build because if we try to customize it for you, we won't
be able to maintain the simple, user-friendly nature of the program. "However, that doesn't mean you can't customize it. "As long as you have a little time, you can customize the program and show your other nurses how they can do the same to meet their staffing and scheduling needs." ￭ Creates two schedules, one for nurses and one for staff ￭ Nurses schedule is a series of shifts where there is only one
nurse per shift ￭ Staff schedule is for everyone else – not just nurses ￭ Can create schedules for maximum of 25 employees, 4 weeks, 2 schedule checks ￭ Can save the schedules in "C:\ScheduleAssist\save-s.htm" ￭ Can save staff shifts ￭ Can include training ￭ Key features include: ￭ Easy to meet both department staffing needs and nurses' scheduling needs ￭ More nurses satisfied with the schedule ￭
Schedules can easily be distributed using email ￭ Attach the schedule to an email so that nurses don't have to drive to work or call in to find out their schedule. Nurses can view the schedule using our free, downloadable viewer ScheduleAssist Reader. Or, export the schedule to HTML format and attach it to an email to be viewed on a web browser. ￭ Schedules may be uploaded to a server ￭ Schedules may
be exported to HTML format to be posted on a server ￭ Schedules may be imported to Microsoft Excel ￭ Extremely easy to use ￭ Affordable Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial" Excel Powered Schedules "We're flattered by the interest our product has received, but we do run into a problem when people call saying they cannot use the program because they don't have Microsoft Excel. "Although we can of course,
create a system that works in
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System Requirements For ScheduleAssist Basic:
Microsoft® Windows® XP Service Pack 2, or later; Processor: Intel Pentium® or AMD Athlon™ 64 X2 dual-core or higher Memory: 256MB RAM (or higher) Graphics Card: Graphics card with 32MB (or higher) of VRAM Hard Drive: 75MB available space DirectX®: Version 9.0c Additional Notes: Mac OS® X® 10.6 “Snow Leopard” is supported. FEATURES Embark on an epic
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